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T

he Lesser Florican Sypheotides indica (Otididae: Bustards)
is endemic to the Indian Subcontinent. It is known for its
irregular local movements in its non–breeding season
(Sanakaran 1990). It was once widespread, and common, but
now breeds in a few areas in Gujarat, south-eastern Rajasthan
(Bhardwaj et al. 2011), north-western Maharashtra, and western
Madhya Pradesh (Dutta et al. 2013). It was also once common
in the Terai region of Nepal, but is now rare. India plays a major
role in the protection of the ‘Endangered’ Lesser Florican as 90%
of its global population is found in India (Sankaran et al. 1992).
Due to the loss of its potential habitat, the mosaic of grasslands,
and traditional croplands, its population is declining (BirdLife
International 2014). In India, the pressure on the remaining
grasslands will only increase in the future, and thus the species
will struggle for its survival (Rahmani 2012).
The Lesser Florican has been recorded from Pune, and its

adjoining areas, such as the Sinhagad Hills, Mulshi Hills, and
the Saswad–Dive Ghats (Mahabal & Lamba 1987; Kalpavriksh
2001). It was mentioned as ‘rare’ in Mumbai (Anonymous
1909). A bird was shot near Pen, in Raigad District, in November
1896 (Anonymous 1898). It was reported from Nannaj Bustard
Sanctuary in Sholapur District (Islam & Rahmani 2002), and
a chick was rescued in year 2006 from the Karmala area of
Solapur (Rahmani et al. 2014). It was common in Nashik-, and
Ahmednagar Districts (Hume & Marshall 1879), and sighted in
the Gangapur and Hosor grasslands in Nashik District in 1998
(Pittie 1998; Raha & Prakash 2001). A female of the species was
rescued by a local person in October 2002 at Ambap village, 20
km off the Pune–Bengaluru highway (Rahmani et al. 2014). In
the Vidarbha region of Maharashtra, which is part of Central India,
the Lesser Florican has been recorded from Borgao Manju, Akola,
and Darwha, in Yavatmal District (Kasambe & Gahale 2010). Mr.
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Kaustubh Pandharipande from Akola, Maharashtra is successfully
working with phase pardhis, a tribal community known for their
wildlife hunting skills, is now involved in monitoring programme
for protection of Lesser Florican in Washim-, and Akola Districts
(Pallavi 2014).
We have been visiting the Chandrapur area since January
2012 to monitor the ‘Critically Endangered’ Great Indian Bustard
Aredotis nigriceps (GIB), which is endemic to India, and Pakistan
(BirdLife International 2014). We recorded five to six GIB in the
Warora tehsil of Chandrapur (Fig. 1). These birds were using
an area between Wanoja and Marda villages (20.25144ºN,
78.95265ºE) for breeding and an area, c. 15 km in radius, for
ground (Rahmani et al. 2014). We visited the area on 22 March
2013 before the harvesting season. In a fallow area near Wanoja
village, 2 km from Warora, we flushed one Lesser Florican from
1.2 m tall grass at 1415 hrs. Because of poor light we could
not get a proper photograph of the bird but based on its size,
flight pattern, and wing clapping noise we assumed it as a Lesser
Florican. After ten minutes another bird was flushed from the
grasses, and we were able to photograph it. Unfortunately after
that we could not make frequent visits to the study area.
Map showing existing and proposed developments in bustard area of
Chandrapur district, Maharashtra

m high, and the area was inaccessible because of the high water
level in the channel.

Bustard habitat in agriculture landscape of the study
area
In the study area farmers take two crops in the two seasons; these
vary from year to year depend on the rainfall. One is the kharif or
monsoon crop, which is harvested at the end of the monsoon,
and gathered mostly at the beginning of the cold weather. The
major kharif crops are rice, jowar, tur, and cotton. The other is
the rabi or winter crop, harvested usually from January to March.
In the Warora, and Bhadravati areas of Chandrapur, where we
sighted Great Indian Bustard as well as Lesser Florican, rabi crops
like wheat, jowar, gram, linseed, and some pulses are grown
on a large scale. As Lesser Florican is known to use a mosaic
of grassland, and cropland in human dominated landscape, its
breeding activity gets influenced by the grazing pattern of cattle,
and quantity of rainfall in a particular area, during a given period
(Sankaran 1997). For example, bustards and floricans usually
avoid overgrazed areas, and are known to follow rain during their
breeding seasons. Thus, traditional crop cycles play an important
role in providing a condusive habitat for bustards. The Lesser

1. Residential layout
Map prepared in DIVA-GIS 2. Residential layout
3. Cotton mill
and google-earth
4. GIB and florican area
5. MIDC industrial area
6. Wardha and emco power plants
7. Proposed ekona coal mine
8. Series of stone quarries and stone crusher plants
9. Chak baranj coal mines
10. Majari coal mine
11. Ensa solar power plant
12. Tadoba tiger reserve buffer area
13. Sunflag belgao-kondhala coal mine
14. Karanji-Shembal power substation
15. Water supply pipe lines from wardha river

42. Pockets of fallow lands provide habitat for the Lesser Florican and GIB in croplands of
Warora, Chandrapur.

Photos: Sujit Narwade

Florican was found using such suitable areas during winter, when
height of the crop as well as grass in fallow lands reaches 0.9–
1.2 m [42].

Threats to the habitat
Fig. 1. Map of study area Warora-Chandrapur.

Mr. B. T. Lalsare, Round Officer, Range Forest Office, Warora,
and Mr. Vipin Fulzele, local volunteer for the Bharat Natural History
Society (BNHS), are monitoring the area for the last two years.
They spotted two Lesser Floricans on 20 November 2014 near
the Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC)
campus of Mohbala, Warora, which is a straightline-distance of
3 km from the Marda-Wanoja villages, where we had sighted
these birds earlier. When we visited this site, it was a piece of
fallow land, sandwiched between a water canal, and the concrete
boundary wall of an industrial unit. The grass here was 0.9–1.2

The area used by the two bustard species, is a private holding
that is under tremendous pressure from the development lobby,
as stated below (Fig. 1).
1. Settlements: As the area is just 3 km from Warora town,
there is great pressure on it by people, to change its land
use category, and use it for, say, brick cilns, the numbers of
which have increased in the last two years.
2. Roads: The Nagpur–Chandrapur highway is being developed
with new diversions, and is also being widening. This process
necessitates the extraction of soil from adjacent areas for
land filling. It also increases the chances of wildlife suffering
road kills from construction activities. The widened roads will
further endanger wildlife and restrict their free movement.
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Industrialisation: The major crop in our study area being
cotton, there is an increase in the number of cotton spinning
mills in bustard habitats. We have also seen the land use
categories of open lands being converted to set up ginning
mills at Marda and Vanoja.
Quarries and crushers: Increased infrastructural activities
have ensured an escalation of illegal stone quarries, and
stone crushers in the grassland areas. These are adversely
affecting the flora, and fauna, because of the atmospheric,
and noise pollution they produce.
Invasive species: Exotic plant species, such as Prosopis
juliflora, are spreading across the fallow lands, and they
dominate the native species leading to reduction in potential
habitat for birds like the florican.
Electrocution: Increasing numbers of power lines result in
deaths of large birds due to collision against the overhead
cables. For example, a Mottled Wood Owl Strix ocellata was
found electrocuted on 31 July 2012, within three months of
the installation of a power line for Vardha power at Wanoja
village.
Poaching: The possibility of poaching by the large work force
required by these development projects will be difficult to
monitor.
Coal mines: An opencast coal mine known as Ekona mine,
is proposed to come up right in the area where floricans
have been sighted, and which is a breeding site for the Great
Indian Bustard. There is great threat to the habitat from this
mine and related infrastructure developments [43].

Conservation requirements

Photo: Sujit Narwade

Wildlife management consists of habitat evaluation, assessment,
and periodic monitoring. Participation of, and support from the
local public is essential for a conservation plan to work, and its
outcome become sustainable. We need growth and development,
but in a sustainable way, as we are dependent on nature in direct,
or indirect ways (Fig. 1). Below are some suggestions:
1. Development of alternative habitat: Almost all the habitat
suitable for floricans and bustards is generally privately held,
and not controlled by the state forest department. According
to current and future land use scenario, soon there will be
no open land available in entire Warora tehsil of Chandrapur.
Therefore, plantation patches of a few hectares from the

43. Florican habitat is surrounded by a number of coal mines in Chandrapur area
(September 2012).

2.

3.

4.

areas can be cleared for development of grasslands. For
example, clearing of 300 ha of forest near Temurda village
has been started under species recovery plan by the forest
department.
Instead of monetary rewards, additional benefits should
be given to local villagers at the gram panchayat level, so
that people have a sense of pride in the occurrence of a
Critically Endangered-, and habitat specialist bird in their
surroundings. One needs to encourage traditional agricultural
practices under special schemes, if necessary, or explore the
possibility of selling bustard-friendly crop at higher prices,
under the banner of bustard conservation.
Promotion of organic farming for long term benefit to
the bustard conservation programme. Rampant use of
pesticides affects birds, and their foodchain, directly, and
indirectly. Therefore, it is essential to promote organic
farming in bustard areas to reduce chemical contamination
in their foodchain.
Satellite tracking of Lesser Florican for study of their seasonal
and local movement.
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